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70% of the world’s population is connected

70% of all traffic on the internet will be video by 2018

Technology explosion 

Source: Cisco
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We live in a world where increasingly, everything and everyone is connectedBy 2020 it is expected that more than 70% of the global population will be online. And for those of you who are either millennials or interact with them will know that gone are the days when people watch content on TV. My 14 year old will typically be on his iPad watching programmes, while WhatsApping on his smartphone with the tv on in the background..In 2007 and 2008 respectively, (Apple in 2007 and Android in 2008 respectively) becomes one of the world’s greatest technology drivers. Within four short years, the sale of smartphones would surpass PCs and laptops on an annual basis. Mobile computing has changed the way we live and work and has had a significant impact on global land based business. So why am I telling you this. How do these global trends impact us and the Maritime industry. I would hold that they are one in the same



Maritime trends

42%
Believe that their 
organisations would 
benefit from additional 
IoT skills

70%
Say cutting insurance 
premiums is one of 
the most important 
adoption drivers

$2.5m
Spend on IoT
solutions over the 
next three years

Source: Industrial IoT: Maritime
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We recently undertook some market research to investigate technology trends in the Maritime space. And concluded the following, Half of ship operators are already using IoT for fuel optimisation and by 2023 it is predicted that this number will rise to 100%. With fuel costs accounting for 50% of a ship’s operating budget, the ability to reduce costs is paramount to driving operational efficiency. Rising insurance costs have also been cited as a major driver for adopting IoT solutions, being able to demonstrate compliance with new regulations will have the ability to drive down these paymentsAnd while companies are increasingly spending more and expect to over the coming years, the use of IoT is still somewhat limited, shipping companies are yet to think about new business models and monetising big data. In many ways it begs the question, will this innovation come from outside of the industry. (This brings to mind the likes of Uber, Air BNB and Amazon. Where are those organisations on the high seas.)



Increased digitalisation
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Part of wider IoT study

About the Research



125 ship owner/operating companies across Container, Bulk, Tanker, Gas and Fishing sectors
Maritime Demographics of Research 
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Why are we doing this? There has never been an in-depth study in Maritime and Fishing IoT specifically around spend, application usage, the role of connectivity, security and training. And with the benchmarking tool it will help us advise/consult end-users on where they are against peers  750 companies interviewed by leading technology research company Vanson Bourne across six sectors125 Companies in the container, dry bulk, tanker, gas, OSV and fishing sectors have been interviewed but also we have asked the research company to focus on companies in Norway, Greece, Cyprus, Germany, Singapore, Japan and China so we can slice data by sector and geography 



How mature is maritime 
sector in relation to IoT
adoption? Key Findings: 

• Large % of Laggards and 
Leaders highlights differences 
between companies investing in 
technology and those that are 
investing little and doing 
minimum to meet regulatory 
compliance

• 70% will adopt IoT to lower 
marine insurance premiums
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As I just said, we are using the scores to answers, we ranked the companies into four categories: Laggard, Starter, Progressive and Leader,Large % of Laggards and Leaders highlights differences between companies investing in technology and those that are investing little and doing minimum to meet regulatory complianceDriving the ‘leaders’ is the need for ships to be more cost efficient, cleaner and safer than ever before, with 56 per cent of maritime respondents using or trialling smart asset monitoring.Safety is a key factor in IoT-based solution adoption. Cutting marine insurance premiums was cited by 70 per cent of respondents as one of the most important drivers for adoption, for example. Again, 45 per cent of shipping respondents (excluding fishing) use wearable technology for tracking, while 39 per cent intend to do so within two years.



Sub
Present and future adoption of applications

Key Findings:
• Environmental compliance 

will drive IoT adoption with 
all companies saying will 
use IoT for fuel 
consumption monitoring  
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Regulation is playing its part. In shipping, restrictions on emissions are driving owners to monitor fuel consumption using electronic reporting: 47 per cent of respondents already use IoT-based solutions to monitor fuel use rising to 100 per cent by 2023. 



Does the maritime industry 
have the skills for IoT
adoption? Key Findings: 

• Reliant on suppliers/consultants 
to provide expertise with 68% of 
respondents willing to use 
external for ‘some or all of their 
efforts’ 
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The truth is that much of the technical expertise formerly held by owners has been outsourced to ship managers and equipment suppliers. A fuller picture when it comes to skills emerges after considering that marine equipment can contribute 70 per cent of the value of a new ship.



Sub

What are the biggest security challenges associated with 
IoT solutions within your organisation?

Key Finding: 
Data storage and collection is seen as 

biggest security challenge for IoT
solutions
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In the times of Cyber attacks being in the news after some serious attacks, we see that it is however not the biggest concern. It is about how we take care and treat the data, so storage and collection is a greater concern. And especially in the light of the recent GDPR implementation, the concern about compliance is huge.Notable maritime cyber security breaches and limited resilience measures highlight lack of maturity in respondent’s answers87% believe their security processes could be improved



How advanced is the 
maritime sector’s approach 
to using IoT data? Key Findings: 

• Data will be used by 43% of 
respondents for improving  
health and safety

• Getting access to real-time data 
is big obstacle to data usage –
still time lag between collection 
and usage
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43 per cent of respondents use or will use data for health and safety, cost saving opportunities and environmental monitoring (both 40 per cent) are close behind.What research makes clear, and of particular significance for the current report, is that the maritime audience sees lack of timeliness in data availability as the most important single obstacle to successfully optimising IoT-based solutions. Asked why their organisation was not able to make best use of data collected from IoT-based solutions, 51 per cent of maritime respondents blamed the time lag between collection and availability for use. This was 11 per cent ahead of any other explanation.  



The data drive 
Big Data is transforming business

5,000
Data tags 
on modern 
vessel

30TB
Transmitted by Maersk 
line fleet over satellite 
link every month

2TB
Data generated every 
100 days by a 
modern vessel

7,000
Channels monitored on the Triple 
E for situational awareness and 
alarms

2,800
Sensors hardwired 
into the Triple E 
vessel’s main control 
system

200
Sensors in a modern main 
engine room measuring 
temperature and pressure 

2GB
Data stored every day from 
the main control system of 
a Triple E vessel

0.05
Seconds between 
each motion 
measurement on a 
ship

Source: Maersk Group
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So let’s look at a practical example, the Maersk Triple Es2800 sensors in the vessels main control system200 sensors in main engine room measuring temperature, pressure and operationsVessel Sensors connected to Global Voyage Centre in MumbaiMaersk cited that their remote monitoring dramatically reduced fuel costs. They achieved USD 20 million in fuel costs (=$6000 savings per vessel per month, based on 276 vessels in ownership & management)Although Maersk is one of the frontrunners they admit only just beginning to discover the full potential of Big Data.30 TB Data transmitted by Maersk Line Fleet (container vessels) over satellite link every month. This is 109 GB* per vessel per month. (275 vessels in ownership & management)I share this example with you because this is happening now



Access
Citing connectivity as 
a major factor in 
vessel selection

Enable
Connectivity will 
increasingly 
support business 
operations

Engage
Online learning, 
certification and 
morale

Attracting and retaining crew
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But we also should jot ignore the very real benefits that equipping the crew with communications also has. Equipping crew is about empowering them – to do there jobs more effectivelyTo access applications and support for problem solving and issue management and continuous learningAnd lastly, in today’s age if you want to attract and retain talented crew – you need to demonstrate a progressive mind-set by providing the tools that today’s generation craves



Value

Developments

Ka-Band 
developments
2018 and beyond

Ongoing
Diversification
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A little over five years ago, we took the decision to launch a Ka-band constellation of satellites as we believed that the direction the Maritime industry was going would result in a continuous demand for bandwidth. As ship owners begin to embrace the Internet and the anticipated benefits that smart shipping brings being connected will put increase demand on operators to produce more bandwidth. And while our L-band service continues to serve the large majority of Merchant vessels, we anticipated a requirement for a different service with a very different commercial model.Our Ka network offers just this with different commercial models, enabling multiple connections to the vessel to support business operations (traffic from bridge to shore) or IoT separately, but also facilitating third party connections that could support remote monitoring for shore based organisations for engine monitoring type purposes. All the time while providing a crew connectivity solution.



L-Band 
developments
2018 and beyond

New hardware

Revised 
propositions

IOT and 
applications
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Having said that, L-band is still very much alive with 2019 bringing a number of new developments to the portfolio. FleetBroadband reached its ten year anniversary 2017 and we have now commenced the process of developing new hardware, lower, priced, different form factors and performing in the neighbourhood of 1mb We have also developed a number of new commercial propositions, creating more flexible pricing and packages for 2019And lastly, it is important to recognise that this move towards capturing data will not be enabled by VSAT alone but is equally relevant in the L-Band world. We have launched a solution that records data from VDRs and other vessel sensors, pre-processes it, and uploads it to a central (cloud-based) database in partnership with a company called Danelec. We are also in the final stage of testing ECDIS type solutions over our network which will enable us to bundle applications into a single package that does not impact a customer’s primary subscription (SRH)Therefore, 2019 will see significant change in the Inmarsat portfolio. When you combine the strength of the Ka and L band into the single Fleet Xpress proposition, we believe we have something truly unique. So with this being said what’ next…



Automation, Sea-to-shore based integration and Digitalisation

What’s on the horizon
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The Maritime industry is on the cusp of a technology revolution and will witness significant transformation over the next decade. In fact, these changes have already started to take hold.Today we see increased automation on-board vessels with more systems connected to shore based operations. This facilitates the constant monitoring and support to ensure operational efficiency and minimal disruption.As the industry embraces digitalisation, paper based activities and documentation will give way to electronic transfer whether it’s for navigational purposes, scheduling or port documentationI would hold that these global trends will not escape the Maritime industry, as it is on the cusp of changeWith the launch of our Fleet Xpress service, we are well positioned to drive these changes and bring about a new Maritime ecosystemAnd why today are we focusing on crew, its for this simple fact ‘More than half of the traffic at sea is generated by seafarers’



Thank you
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Next StepsThe full report including the other sectors – Mining, Agriculture, Transport, Energy – will be launched on the 26th June and a new website Inmarsat Research will be launched to host the report content.  We will also unveil the benchmarking model.
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